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ABSTRACT
Flux distribution in a nuclear reactor can be obtained by utilizing diffe-
rent calculational and experimental methods. The obtained flux distribu-
tions are associated with uncertainties and therefore always differ from
each other. By combining information from the calculation and experi-
ment using the confluence method', it is possible to obtain a more
reliable estimate of the flux distribution than exhibited by the calculati-
on or experiment separately. As a feedback, the fuel burnup distributi-
on, which is used as initial data to the calculation can be improved as
well. The confluence method is applied to improvement of the burnup
distribution estimates for the HOR research reactor of the Delft Univer-
sity of Technology. An integrated code system CONHOR2 is developed
to match the CITATION3 results of in-core foil activation rate calculati-
ons with in-core experimental data through confluence. The system
forms the basis for the advanced fuel management of the reactor.

INTRODUCTION
Accurate determination of the power and fuel burnup distributions is important for
reactor design, safety inspection and fuel management. Lack of accurate knowledge
about these distributions leads to a situation the reliable and safe operation of the
research reactor and its fuel elements under the specified constrains is far from optimal.
In addition, considerable uncertainties associated with reactor states can propogate to
conclusions drawn from research. In case of a power station, underloading of the
reactor core leads to a considerable increase of the production costs. The demand of
high cost savings, safety and proper operation assurance motivate developments of
accurate power and fuel management systems. A modern management system
includes experimental devices and computers for measurements and processing of in-
core neutron reaction rate data. It also includes computers employing physical models,
nuclear and design data to perform flux, power and burnup distribution calculations. A
trustworthy information system justifies the corresponding expenses by allowing to
operate the reactor optimally.
Informational sources (calculations and experiments) of the control system have
associated errors. Different informational sources give different estimates of the same
quantity. If the average characteristics of the random uncertainty of each particular
informational source are known, then better estimates for the desired quantities can be
derived through informational confluence founded on Bayesian conditioning 4. Properties
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of these approaches have been studied recentlyl,5,'5 for power distribution determinati-
on. An integrated CONHOR system is based on this approach and developed for the
HOR research reactor of the Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands to match
the calculational results with the in-core experimental data through confluence.

BURNUP ADJUSTMENT BY FEEDBACK FROM CALCULATIONAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL DATA CONFLUENCE AT THE HOR REACTOR

The HOR (Hoger Onderwijs Reactor) is a 2 MWth pool-type research reactor situated at
the nterfaculty Reactor Institute in Delft, The Netherlands. The core grid plate has 42
positions, normally loaded with fuel elements including 4 control ones and several
reflector elements. The reactor is operated continuously days a week. The licensed
excess-reactivity is 6. This requires replacements of one or two elements and
reshuffling at a three-month interval. After completion of the reshuffling operation the
power distribution is calculated. This distribution is used in burnup calculations which
are also performed quarterly. An approach used to determine the power distribution
employs the product of the neutron flux density and the fission cross section. Foil
activities are measured to determine the flux density distributions and power distributi-
ons by the PEp7 code. The code BUPNEW8 , based on approximate relationships
between the isotopic composition of the fuel to the total energy produced by fission in
each fuel element is used for burnup determination. Neither broadness and accuracy of
available nuclear data nor power of modern computer codes is used in the employed
methods. The confluence procedure, as described below, supplies a principal possibility
of developing a comprehensive informational code system working in a reactor
maintenance system. For example, burnup data of the HOR reactor can be significantly
improved by flux measurement data feedback through confluence with calculations.
Distributions of the foil activation rates for some reactor state of the HOR reactor are
normally available from both calculation and experiment. The experimental activation
rates are obtained by converting the measured in-core gold foil activity counts using
appropriate cross sections. The calculated activation rates are computed by the
CITATION diffusion code using cross sections and nuclide densities as initial data. Fuel
burnup values are obtained from PEP-BLIPNEW calculations for previous cycles which
could introduce considerable errors. The burnup uncertainty is estimated in Ref. 6 to be
an increasing function of the burnup.
We denote the error vectors of the calculational and experimental activation rates as c
and e, respectively. The vector c is non-zero due to both burnup inaccuracies and
calculational model itself, denoted respectively by the vectors d and m. The vector c is
approximated by a linear dependence on d; the model error m is summed with the error
propagated from the burnup data d:

e =Ad m

where A is a sensitivity matrix of the calculational activation rates to the burnup data.
The model errors m are estimated in Ref. 1 as 10% of the absolute values of the
calculated activation rates. The experimental activation rates are subject to uncertainty
estimated in Ref. 1 as 3 of the absolute values. The vector of statistical differences
between the calculational and experimental activation rates is given by the difference in
the uncertainties:
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= - e (2)

The diagonal variance matrices corresponding to the vectors c, m, d, e, and y are
denoted respectively as C, M, D, E, and Y and describe the uncertainties of the error
vectors. The matrix Y describes the properties of the total error uncertainty and can be
expressed as

Y = ADAT + M + E (3)

where the superscript T denotes transposing the matrix. When both calculation and
experiment are performed and we hold the observed value y. of the vector of differen-
ces y, Bayesian conditioning can be employed' for the description of this posterior
case. For example, for the burnup error vector d we secure the posterior non-zero mean

d = DA T y-ly, (4)

and the posterior variance matrix:

Do = D - DA Y-'A D (5)

where the superscript -1 denotes inversion of the matrix. In spite of the seeming
complexity of the cited formulas, the annotation is quite modest. The vector d contains
the statistically weighted observed differences %. The posterior variances D are
obtained by subtracting from tho prior variances Do some statistically weighted part of
it. It means, that by applying the confluence procedure we secure adjustment d for the
burnup vector. Uncertainties of the posterior values are given by Do and appear to be
smaller than the prior ones. The CONHOR program system is developed to apply the
confluence procedure for determination of the improved burnup for the HOR reactor
and to serve as an instrument of fuel management support. The CITATION code is used
as a main calculational tool for within the CONHOR system. CONHOR is responsible for
creating automatically CITATION input files in accordance with the purpose of the
calculation to be executed, for implementation of the confluence procedures and
general management of all data flows. The general informational flow of CONHOR is
presented in Fig.l. The corresponding calculational flow of the system can be described
as follows. CONHOR creates a CITATION input file and performs a calculation of the
activation rate distributions at the beginning of cycle (BOC). Then the described above
adjustment procedure can be requested. It includes calculations of the sensitivity matrix
A by perturbing burnup values. Adjusted burnup values at BOC are obtained using Eq.
(4) and Eq. (5) and stored in a library. Afterwards, a depletion calculation based on the
adjusted burnup values can be performed. Alternatively a depletion calculation can be
done without the burnup adjustment. If burnup is executed, then another burnup library
at the end of cycle (EOC) is produced. It can be a library based on either adjusted or
unadjusted burnups at BOC, so that all types of comparisons can be made. Such
comparisons were made for a number of subsequent HOR cyclesi and showed
convergence of the CONHOR results at EOC of the last cycle. Calculations performed
by the CONHOR system for a number of HOR cycles showed the average reduction of
the relative burnup uncertainty by a factor of 3 The corresponding relative difference
between calculational and experimental activation rates reduced from 10% down to
2-3%.
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Fig. 1. Informational flow of CONHOR. BOC-1: beginning of first cycle studied;
BOC-2: beginning of second cycle studied.

CONCLUSIONS

The confluence technique provides a framework for a comprehensive reactor data
system, which can utilize all the available informational sources to offer optimal
estimates of the required quantities and their uncertainties. The confluence technique
proved to be useful for a burnup adjustment for a small research reactor as HOR. The
CONHOR system is expected to become a routine instrument of the HOR reactor fuel
management support.
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